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Cop Fired In Rape Case
BY AL BAKER AND CORKY SIEMASZKO
Wednesday, November 08, 1995

A Bronx police officer accused of raping a 14-year-old runaway school girl
who lived with him was booted off the force yesterday. 
Officer Carlos Castillo of the 42d Precinct was the fourth cop in two days to quit or be fired. 
Castillo, who is charged with third-degree rape and endangering the welfare of a minor, faces up to four
years in prison if convicted of the rape charge. 
Internal Affairs investigators were already probing a tip that Castillo was living with the minor when the
girl's father reported her missing three weeks after she left home, police said. 
There was no sign that the ninth-grader was being held against her will. Police said the girl reported
missing Oct. 8 had faithfully kept up with her schoolwork, commuting daily to her Staten Island junior high
from the officer's Bainbridge Ave. home. 
Police Commissioner William Bratton did not dwell on the latest black eye to his department as he tersely
announced Castillo's dismissal. 
But Bratton called another former cop, Eddie Mallia, a liar for suggesting that he resigned to save his
partner's job. 
"Any representations that he's making that he resigned to save his partner are somewhat stretching the
truth," Bratton said. "The resignation and the way it was conducted was intended to, as it did, significantly
advance the interests of his [Mallia's] new vocation bartender." 
Mallia, who got in trouble for baring all in Playgirl, now owns Fast Eddie's Sports Beach Bar on Eighth
Ave. 
His partner, Officer William Wolf, drew the department's wrath for appearing clothed in the background of
the Playgirl shots. 
"This would not have been a dismissible offense," Bratton said of Wolf's gaffe, which resulted in a 10-day
suspension. 
Bratton on Monday fired Sgt. Hector Collazzo and Officer Gil Ilefonso for allegedly beating and then
delivering to the ASPCA -- where it was put to death --Fred the beagle, beloved mascot of the 1st
Precinct.
Collazzo said he's being made a scapegoat and that he took Fred to the ASPCA because the dog was
sick.
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